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1. 
My invention relates to electrical devices em 

bodying glass-to-metal seals, Such as Vacuum 
tubes. 

In electrical devices, such as electron tubes and 
the like, wherein a metallic conductor member 
is sealed through a glass wall of an enclosure or 
envelope, there are several conditions which must 
be satisfied for optimum operation, particularly 
at the higher frequencies. One is that a gas 
in pervious or vacuum-tight Seal must be estab 
lished between the metallic member and the glass. 
This requires a metallic member having an ex 
pansion characteristic matching that of the glass, 
and a Surface oxide which is soluble in the glass. 
Another condition is good electrical conductivity 
through the member, Since such metallic mem 
bers usually function as lead-in conductors to an 
internal part such as an electrode within the envelope. 
The problem of satisfying these conditions is 

complicated by the fact that metals or alloys hav 
ing the desired expansion characteristic for 
matching the glass usually have a relatively high 
electrical resistance. This resistance is a serious 
factor in limiting the operation of the tube, par 
ticularly at high frequencies. A partial solution 
to the problem, proposed in the past, was to coat 
the member with copper to provide a conducting 
layer on the surface for high frequency currents. 
In order to be fully effective, however, the con 
ducting layer must be continuous, including the 
area underlying the glass at the seal. This intro 
duces another problem, namely, that of getting 
a good seal to the glass. 

It is difficult to get a permanent seal between 
glass and a copper coated member for several 
reaSOnS. Firstly, the Only sealing oxide available 
is the copper oxide formed when the Sea is made. 
At best, copper oxide is not a very good glass 
Sealing agent. Also, in attempting to provide a 
sufficient amount of the oxide there is grave 
danger of oxidizing the full depth of the coating, 
thus destroying its conducting properties. Con 
trolling the depth of oxide penetration in a copper 
coating is almost impossible because of the readi 
ness with which copper oxidizes. 
The broad object of my invention is to over 
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come the difficulties above mentioned, and pro 
vide an electrical device of the character described 
having the desired electrical conducting and glass 
sealing properties, 

50 

2 
The invention possesses other objects and fea 

tures of advantage, some of which, with the fore 
going, will be set forth in the following description 
of my invention. It is to be understood that I 
do not limit myself to this disclosure of species 
of my invention as I may adopt variant embodi 
ments thereof within the scope of the claims. 

Referring to the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a vacuum 

tube embodying the improvements of my inven 
tion; and 

Figure 2 is an enlarged detail view of a lead-iia 
conductor adjacent a seal. 

in terms of broad inclusion, my electrical device 
comprises a section of glass sealed to a metalic 
member composed in airly of a material having 
an expansion characteristic matching that of 
the glass. A multi-layer coating is provided on 
the member, extending under the glass at the seal, 
which coating comprises an outer sealing layer 
of a metallic oxide having good glass sealing 
properties, such as oxidized chromium, and an 
inner conductor layer of a low resistance metal, 
such as copper. This multi-layer coating makes 
it possible to select for the inner layer a metal 
chosen particularly for its electrical conducting 
properties, and for the Outer layer a metal chosen 
for the sealing properties of its oxide. 

In greater detail, and referring to the drawing, 
an external anode type of vacuum tube embody 
ing my invention comprises a cup-shaped metallic 
anode 2 carrying a flange 3 sealed to a glass Wail 
section 4 of the envelope. A lower wall 6, also 
of glass, has a reentrant stem to which is sealed 
a pair of leads 8 for cathode or filament 9. An 
other electrode in the envelope, such as grid , 
is connected to a ring-shaped metallic member 
2 interposed between and sealed to glass sections 

2 and 6 at the glass-to-metal seal structure gen 
erally indicated by reference numeral 3. Men 
ber 2 thus extends through the envelope wail 
and serves as a lead-in conductor for making 
electrical connection with electrode . 

Evacuation of the envelope is accomplished 
through a suitable tubulation, not shown. A base 
6 cemented to the lower portions of the envelope 

carries prongs for filament connections. A 
suitable cooler f8 is provided on anode 2 for heat, 
dissipation. 
This tube structure is merely for purposes of 

illustration, and may be varied within widelimits. 
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Thus, the tube may have an internal rather than 
an external anode, and may have an unipotential 
cathode rather than the flamentary type show; 
it being understood that the improverents of my 
invention are concerned chiefly with a metal ic 
conductor member sealed to giass, such as shown 
by the metallic termina ring G2 sealed to glass 
envelope sections é and 6 in the tube illustrated. 

Figure 2 shows the glass-to-neta, sea st: ulce 
ture 3 in greater detail, the parts being enlarged 
and accentuated to illustrate the invention inore 
clearly. The glass in sections () and G is a hard 
glass, such as a, boro-silicate glass. A hard glass 
has a highes an eiting poix, than ordinary eac: 
glass, and is preferred for electrical dievices such 
as Vacuum tubes. The use of hard glass, how 
ever, seriously irrats the sor of Eaterialis SEoie 
for number 2 because the latter inst have ex 
pansion characteristics gaatching that of the 
gia SS. Special alloys have been developed to o 
tain the desired expansion properties. So ex 

... ample, an iron-nickel-cobal gloy known as 
Kovar natches Corning 0.5-2 glass, and his 
combination is widely used in the electron tuba 
industry. Other alloys compounded to match 
particular kinds of hard glass Elaay be employed. 
Also, Some pure metals such as noiyadeinun asy 
be used, but these are less desirable from the 
expansion standpoint. 
As previously inentioned, imetals having suitable 

expansion properties are seriously iacking in 
other respects for use in electrical devices, par 
ticularly when higi frequency currents are in 
Wolved. This is especially so with slioys such as 
Kovar, which alloys exhibit; a high electrical re 
sistance. Attempts made to overcome the dial 
culty by coating the member with copper have 
been unsuccessful because of the glass sealing 
problems, as hereibefore discussed. 

in my improved structure, negoe G2 is con 
posed mainly of a materia having the desired 
expansion properties, such as Eover, and is pro 
vided with a multi-layer coating which extends 
under the glass at the see, inner conductor 
layer 9 is of a, metal having a low electric re 
sistance such as copper of silver. Ouatter sealing 
layer 2A is of a metalic oxide which is readily 
soluble in the glass. Chronius oxide anaxes a 
particularly good surface for sealing to g, hard 
glass. Other Ymetallic oxides such as iron oxide 
may be employed, but chronius oxide is pre 
ferred. 
The structure is preferably made by first elec 

tro-depositing a thin layer of say or 2 in is of 
copper on member 2. In order to remove oc 
cluded gas in the copper, the copper plated aern. 
ber is preferably heated to aboua, 000° C. r. 
hydrogen. A thin layer of say A rail of chro 
mium is next preferably electrodeposited over the 
copper. The chroniuxia is the oxidized, as by 
heating the member in air, 3.fter which the glass 
is sealed to the oxide layer. 
The resulting structure provides an excellent 

glass-to-metal seal which is mechanically strong 
and vacuum tight. It also provides a continuous 
conductor layer 9 on the mennier, including that 
area, which underlies the sea, insuring an ade 
quate path for electric current from an external 
circuit to the electrode within the envelope. The 
fact that the conductor layer is covered by a 
metallic oxide of high resistance does not detract, 
from the electrical conducting properties of the 
final structure, because high frequency currents 
will, take a path of least resistance if that path 
is closely adjacent to the surface. While exam 
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ining into the influences of surface films on the 
so-called "skin effect" of high frequency conduc 
tion, it has been demonstrated that my multi 
layer stricture conducts high frequency currents 
as Wei as one having a surface layer of pure 
CO2:2E. 
Ag hereirabefore described, prefer to fabrica's 

tiae structure oy applying two layers of different, 
Eletes, such as circ2aura over copper, because 
this enables selection of metals for certain de 
sire characteristics, namely, in the inner layer 
2, Sea of low resistance, and in the outer layer 
a gnetia, whose oxide has the requisite glass seal 
ing properties. 

Because of the excellent sealing properties of 
ch'ORmiuri oxide, such a sealing layer may be 
22sed to advantage directly over lead-in conduct 
torg, 3c as tungster or the like. Also, since 
the penetration of oxide is a chronium leye 
A8y be controlled, an inner portion, of non 

o:Kidized chronium may be left for current cor 
duisition. The desired final results are easier to 
accorpiishoy applying the multi-layer coating of 
differen, raetais, however, and the latter proce 
dise is frefered, a. 
While ny invention is particularly useful in 

W3C). In devices Such as electron tubes, vacuum 
codenses and the like, it is understood that the 
ingrovements inly be incorporated in any elec 
tricai device wherein & Eretaic conductor mem. 
be is sealed through the Wa of an envelope or 
other glass eclosure. 

clair R: 
... An electrical device comprising an envelope 

5 including a section of glass sealed to a metallic 
meier, an electrode in the envelope electrically 
connected to the member, said member being 
composed mainly of a material having an ex 
p2Sasion characteristic matching that of said 
glass, and a multi-layer coating on the member 
underlying the glass at the sea, said coating 
COE prising an Outer sealing layer of oxidized 
metal and an inner conductor layer of a different 
retail. 
2. An electrical device comprising an envelope 

including & section of glass sealed to a metallic 
member, an electrode in the envelope electrically 
connected to the member, said member being 
composed mainly of a material having an ex 
pansion characteristic matching that of said 
glass, and a multi-layer coating on the Emember 
underlying the glass at the seal, said coating com 
prising an outer sealing layer of oxidized chro 
miurn and an inner conductor layer of a different 
net2. 
3. AK electrical device comprising an envelope 

including a section of glass sealed to a metallic 
member, an electrode in the envelope electrically 
connected to the member, said member being 
costaposed mainly of a material having an ex 
p8.asion characteristic matching that of said 
glass, and a multi-layer coating on the member 
underlying the glass at the seal, said coating com 
prising an outer sealing layer of oxidized chro 
mium and an inner conductor layer of copper. 

4. The method of making an electrical device in 
which 8, body of glass is sealed to a metallic mem 
ber, which comprises forming the member mainly 
of a material having an expansion characteristic 
natching that of said glass, applying a layer of 
low resistance metal on the member, applying an 
Outer layer of a different metal whose oxide is 
soluble in said glass, oxidizing the metal of the 
outer layer, and then sealing the glass to said 
outer layer. 
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5. The method of making an electrical device UND STATS PATENTS 
in which a body of glass is sealed to a metallic e 
member, which comprises forming the member . ride . . . . . . . S- a se1916 
mainly of a material having an expansion char- iii.65 Enses...... Alig. s 1929 
acteristic matching that of said glass, applying a B 0.55 Wasselli ------------ Feb. 23 iss 
layer of copper on the member, applying an outer 2050 rhomas. Aug sissi 
layer of chronium, oxidizing the chronium, and assis McArthur ...July is. 1944 
then sealing the glass to the outer layer. vvvy raw awaas waavaa ---------- 
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